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Abstract
Typically, a conventional drive lift is used to move from one floor to another in tall buildings. This system suffers
from instability and maintainability issues due to the unavailability of proper monitoring system for users. This paper
proposes a model for monitoring and controlling an elevator system to maintain autonomy. The paper is focused on
an elevator design with Arduino controller. The system relates to a designed Ethernet card that is assembled with
hypertext machine language. The proposed work comprises of a sensor module which has the capability to monitor
and control through internet service. The control of the elevator is attained by a designed graphical user interface
system that acknowledges the proper maintenance of the prototype. Whereas, the conventional lift system provides
only limited information such as floor number under similar operating conditions, our proposed monitoring system
can display the lift temperature, number of users, weight, oxygen level, floor status, lift speed, body temperature
and fault location. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, the efficacy of the system is analyzed with
simulation and hardware assembly. The overall results verify that Arduino is suitable for monitoring and controlling
an elevator system with the help of a webpage through an Ethernet shield.
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Introduction

T

he recent surge in transportation from rural to
urban sites has resulted in a massive growth in
population. This situation has created the congestion
issue in residence and there is an essential need for
vertical high buildings. The main necessity of today’s
world is to save the time required to travel. The
elevator system is the one that was introduced for
high-rise buildings to save time and to give some
relaxation to people. Most of the people are focused on
the relaxed, smooth, and safe operation of the elevator.
Elevators need a control system for controlling all
the components which are connected to the panel [1].
Currently, monitoring and scheduling of elevators in
high/ low stories, commercial, residential sectors are
not satisfied with existing elevators operations. The
need for elevators with developed technology enforces
the system operators to apply an optimal monitoring
ISSN: 2523-0379 (Online), ISSN: 1605-8607 (Print)

scheme [2].
This work presents the development of an automatic
lift control with the status alert capability. It guides
the elevator cabin from where the call is initiated and
then carries the passengers to different floors. It also
monitors and controls all the sensors, i.e., opening
and closing of doors and many other safety switches.
The system is based on relay and contactors logic
[3]. The Aurdino-2560 installed in this system sends
the information of the lift through Ethernet to the
user and through this, the user can monitor all the
parameters of the elevator. Hence, all the parameters
which are being monitored can be easily controlled
[4][5]. In addition to this, video gadgets are also introduced in the lift [6]. Hence, the client has access to the
monitoring and control system through the internet.
The system has the following features.
•

Status alert capability
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SNO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Equipment
Arduino (MEGA- 2560)
liquid crystal display (16x2)
Relay
Power supply
Breakers
Contactors
Opto-couplers
Transistor (BC-547)
Overload relay
Phase failure (Relay)
Limit switches
Magnetic switches
LM-35

TABLE 1: Hardware components of the proposed system

Easy maintenance
Low cost
• Safety and reliability
• Updated status on the internet after every second
The paper is divided into 4 sections. The research
background has been described in the introduction
of Section 1. In addition to this, the system features, and proposed hardware equipment have also
been discussed. In Section 2, the system overview
with specifications of parameters using Arduino has
been described. The detailed working principle of a
block diagram for lift control with essential control
units, sensors, buttons, and relays have been described
in Section 3. The research methodology with future
trends is discussed in Section 4.
•
•

1.1
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Fig. 1: Working block diagram for lift alert and control

condition. If any object intercepts the door, the sensor
will stop the door to close [11]. The word IR refers
to the Infrared sensor. It is an electronically operated
equipment that detects infrared radiations in the vicinity or surrounding space. If the sensor senses anything
between the transmitters to the receiver, the door will
not close. The load sensor is used to detect the load. If
the load is above the maximum pre-set value, then the
sensor will send a signal to the motor and the motor
will not operate until the load is below the maximum
pre-set value. If the weight is higher or smaller than
the set value for a specific period, than the load sensor
will turn off the fan and the lights. The oxygen sensor
is used to detect the level of oxygen in the cabin. If the
quantity of oxygen is less than the required value, the
cabin will automatically move to the nearest floor [12].

System Overview

The hardware component used in this system are
listed in Table 1. Different types of sensors are installed for elevator position, light motion control, and
strong mechanical system controlled through Arduino.
To monitor an elevator, an Arduino Mega and its
Ethernet shield have been used. As per the system
requirement, the IR sensor, oxygen sensor, and load
cell have been chosen. The Arduino Mega 2560 is
a microcontroller board with ATmega2560 series. It
has 54 digital input/output pins (of which 14 can be
used as PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs, 4 UARTs
(hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator,
a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header,
and a reset button. It also contains all the accessories
required to support the microcontroller. The controller
can be connected through USB cable, adapter (AC to
DC) or a battery [8][9]. The Mega-2560 is compatible
with most shields designed for the Arduino [10]. The
IR sensor is used to protect human from hazardous

2

Working Principle

The specifications of the parameters are depicted in
Table 2. As the elevator call button is pressed by the
user, the microcontroller receives the signal from the
relay. At the same time, the microcontroller rechecks
the status of the lift, switches, and other safety parameters [7]. If all the components are found to be
working correctly, the controller sends the signal to
the optocoupler. The optocoupler drives the relay. The
relay drives the contactor and sends a signal [8]. The
contactor operates the motor until the desired floor is
reached. The controller also checks from which floor
the call button has been pressed. The controller gives
the command to the LCD and the status is shown
on the display. The Ethernet shield is connected to
a RJ-45 plug. In case of emergency, the controller
works through the Arduino command. If any safety
or sensor switch is shutdown, the cabin also stops, and
it generates a warning signal to the user in the office
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Equipment
Micro controller
Operating voltage
Input voltage
Input voltage limit
Digital I/O Pins
Analog input pins
Dc current per I/O pins
DC Current for 3.3V Pin
Flash Memory
SRAM
EEPROM
Clock Speed

Specifications
ATmega2560
5V
7-12V
6-20v
54 (of which 15
provide PWM output)
16
20 mA
50 mA
256 KB of which 8 KB
used by boot loader
8 KB
4 KB
16 MHz
101.52 mm

Length and width
Weight

and 53.3 mm
37 g

TABLE 2: Specification of parameters used in Arduino
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crystal display [17]. All the signals are sent and received through the Ethernet shield.
2.1.2 Elevator Cabin
Elevator cabin has all the switches and sensors connected. It is the one that carries the passengers to their
desired floor. As per the requirement of the building,
different sizes of cabins are used [18].
2.1.3 Power Supply
The 230V AC is step downed. This is similar to the
power supply used in a computer.
2.2 Sensors
A sensor is a device that changes over a physical quantity into a digital signal to utilize into the electrical
instrument [19]. Different types of sensors are mounted
on various floors for performing different functions
which are described as under.
2.2.1 Infrared Sensor
An infrared sensor is utilized as an obstacle finder. It
is an automatic device which detects the radiations
in its surrounding [20]. For example, if the IR sensor
(transmitters and receiver) is installed on the elevator
doors, and if it senses anything in the meantime, the
door will not operate.

Fig. 2: Micro-controller of Arduino Mega 2560
via Ethernet [13]. The cabin will not move until the
safety or sensor motion starts working properly [14].
2.1 Block Diagram for Lift Alert control
The block diagram of Arduino based elevator control
system is shown in Figure 1 and the microcontroller of
Arduino Mega 2560 is shown in Figure 2. The complete
function of all the components is described as under.
2.1.1 Arduino Controller
An Arduino microcontroller is a user-friendly controlling card that controls different functions and variable
levels of complexity. In this elevator system, the Arduino controller is the main element that controls the
essential parameters of the elevator. Arduino receives
an input signal from different sensors that used on
various floors for performing many functions [15]. It
also identifies the signals that are being generated by
the sensors [16]. The controller controls the speed of
the motor and the result is displayed on the liquid

2.2.2 Oxygen Sensor
An oxygen sensor is also an electronic device that
measures the extent of oxygen gas. It is utilized in lift
applications for securing individuals during an emergency [22]. At that point, the oxygen level in the cabin
may diminish and it might cause breathing problems
for an individual who is inside, and consequently, the
oxygen sensor detects the oxygen deficiency level in
the cabin. When it recognizes a low oxygen level, it
will give a signal to the controller. Hence, the elevator
will be moved to the closest floor and the door will
open automatically.
2.2.3 Load Cell
A load cell is a transducer that estimates the weight on
the lift which is to be converted into an electrical signal
[23]. At the point when the weight is higher as per its
preset value for adequate time, then the load sensor
will send the signal to the controller. consequently, the
fans and additional lights will be off and the lift will
stop working. The engine will not begin until the heavy
load is reduced below the specified limit.
2.3 Buttons
The descriptions of the buttons are as follows.
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2.3.1 Limit Switch
A limit switch is an electromechanical tool that consists of an actuator that is mechanically joined to the
set of contacts. When an object comes into contact
with an actuator, the device is operated through the
contacts to make or break an electrical connection.
2.3.2 Push Button
There are two types of push-button. The first type is
known as a maintained push button in which the first
push is used to activate any signal and the second push
is used to deactivate. The other one is known as a momentary push button that is used for a small amount
of time. When the button is pushed, it is activated and
when the button is released, it deactivates.

(a) Circuit design to display floor output on
seven segments

2.4 Display Function
This circuit is designed to display the output of the
floors on a seven segment display, as shown in Figure
3a and 3b. When the limit switch is activated, it sends
a signal to the optocoupler through the diode. The
specific floor currently holding the cabin of the lift,
will display its status.
2.5 Relay Driving Circuit
This circuit is designed with a relay drive motor as
shown in Figure 4. This circuit displays the location of
the floor on the LCD. The relay drives the motor which
takes the cabin to the desired floor. The Arduino sends
the signal to the optocouplers and at the same time,
Liquid crystal display receives the data and shows the
same on Liquid crystal display. Liquid crystal display
also displays the current floor, temperature and a
warning signal if there is an overload in the cabin.

(b) Parameters of elevator connected with Ethernet module HTML

Fig. 3: Display unit design and the elevator parameters

2.6 Input Command Circuit
The input command circuit is shown in Figure 5. It is
comprised of four input commands circuits. The first
three commands are for ground, first and second floor.
The last one is used for the stop button. Therefore,
during an emergency, if the push button is pressed then
lift will immediately stop. As any of the buttons are
pressed, the Arduino receives a command through the
optocoupler.
2.7 Call/Booster Function
The circuit is shown in Figure 6. It is used to call the
cabin of the lift to the desired floor. It is also used
to reach the desired floor. Liquid Crystal Display A
16 × 2 LCD (shown in Figure 8) is a very basic module
that is commonly used in various devices and circuits

Fig. 4: Circuit design for display floor output on seven
segment and relay drive the motor
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Pin
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Fig. 5: Circuit design for input command and emergency stop
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Symbol

Function

Vss
vdd
Vo
Rs
R/W
E
DB0
DB1
DB2
DB3
DB4
DB5
DB6
DB7

GND
+3V or +5V
Contrast adjustment
H/L register select signal
H/L read and write signal
H/L Enable signal
H/L Data baseline
H/L Data baseline
H/L Data baseline
H/L Data baseline
H/L Data baseline
H/L Data baseline
H/L Data baseline
H/L Data baseline
+ 4.2v for LED/
negative voltage output
Power supply
for B/L 0V

15

A/vee

16

k

TABLE 3: LCD pin functions and symbols

Fig. 6: Circuit design for calling the elevator

[25]. The rational of using this multi-segment LCD is
as follows. LCDs are economical, easily programmable,
and have no limitation of display. The LCD pin functions and symbols are depicted in Table 3. The LCD
features include the following. High-quality STN 16x2
character LCD, 3.3V power supply, 5x8 dot characters,
ST7066 controller, 1/16 duty cycle.

Fig. 8: Dc motor coupling with the panel

2.8

DC Motor

The motor attached to the cabin is a DC motor and is
shown in Figure 8. It is a bi-directional motor which is
used to move the cabin from ground to top floor and
vice versa. Relays and contactors are used to move the
motor in the reverse and forward direction. Operating
voltage of the DC motor is 12V.
2.9

Elevator Panel

The elevator panel is a metal box panel which contains
all the protective devices such as relays, breakers,
contactors, and limit switches (shown in Figure 9). In
addition to this, LCD is also mounted to display the
status of an elevator.

3
Fig. 7: High Quality STN 16x2 Character LCD

Conclusion

This paper has presented an Arduino based automatic
lift control system using internet. The proposed work
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Fig. 9: Elevator panel and its connections

not only helps to improve the maintenance system
of the elevator, but also adds different monitoring
features that are essential to be known by its users.
The developed model is experimentally tested to verify
its operating functions. The proposed system increases
the monitoring parameters such as status alert, temperature, location, oxygen level, lift speed, weight, etc.
In contrast to our proposed system, the conventional
lift system shows only number of floors under similar operating conditions. The experimental model has
confirmed that the Arduino based system can be used
as a substitute for the conventional drive for lift control
application. The proposed work has the potential to
improve the management of the working personnel and
strengthen the maintenance process.
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